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ABSTRACT: Two-dimensional (2D) transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) possess interesting
one-dimensional (1D) properties at its edges and inversion domain boundaries, where properties
markedly diﬀerent from the 2D basal plane, such as 1D metallicity and charge density waves, can be
observed. Although 2D TMDCs crystals are widely grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD), the
fabrication of 1D TMDCs ribbons is challenging due to the diﬃculty to conﬁne growth in only one
dimension. Here we report the controlled growth of MoSe2 nanoribbons with an aspect ratio >100 by
using prepatterned Se reconstructions on Au(100). Using scanning tunneling microscope and
spectroscopy (STM/STS), the atomic and electronic structure of MoSe2 nanoribbons are studied.
The ultranarrow ribbons show metallic behavior, while wider ribbons show a crossover from metallic
to semiconducting behavior going from the edge to the center of the ribbon. The observed
conductance modulations of the ultranarrow ribbons are attributed to 1D Moiré pattern. Remarkably, it shows a diﬀerent
periodicity compared with the 2D Moiré pattern in wider ribbons indicating that the 1D system is softened due to the high ratio
of edge to basal plane bonds. Further, we demonstrated that the nanoribbons are stable against ambient conditions, which
suggests that 1D TMDCs can be exploited for further applications.
KEYWORDS: Transition metal dichalcogenides, nanoribbon, molecular beam epitaxy, Moiré pattern, scanning tunneling microscopy,
edge state
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transmission electron microscopy study reveals that MoSe2
nanowires are unstable when it is downsized to the narrowest
possible free-standing wire. Instead, a phase transition from
MoSe2 to MoSe was observed, along with variations in
conductance from semiconducting to metallic behavior.15 It is
important to note that these nanowires were sculptured from
the 2D counterpart by a highly energetic electron beam, which
could have induced the phase transition. In contrast to topdown cutting or lithographic methods, bottom-up growth on
surfaces with broken symmetry may stabilize the formation of
1D nanowires. Herein, Au (100) is chosen as the substrate due
to its anisotropic reconstructions. Surface atoms of Au (100)
are reconstructed into a layer of quasi-hexagonal structure,
consisting of close-packed rows of Au atoms arranged along
two high symmetric ⟨110⟩ directions.16−19 The adsorption of
chalcogen atoms is expected to redistribute gold atoms within
the hexagonal layers leading to new reconstructions.
Previously, 2D MoSe2 has been coupled to gold plasmonic
nanostructures as it has a smaller band gap and higher electron
mobility than MoS2.20 Herein, we examined the growth of 1D
MoSe2 nanoribbon on selenium-enriched Au (100) surface
using molecular beam epitaxy techniques. Using high-resolution

imensional engineering of three-dimensional (3D)
crystals to create two-dimensional (2D) and onedimensional (1D) structures leads to the rearrangement of
the atomic lattice and appearance of new properties. 2D
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) have attracted great
interest beyond graphene because of their thickness-dependent
energy gaps and large spin-orbit coupling, which promise
applications in transistors and optically controllable spintronics.1−6 Interesting 1D characteristics have emerged at
regions of 2D discontinuity, for example, at the edges and
domain boundaries of 2D crystals.7 1D metallicity has been
proposed to occur universally at the edges or domain
boundaries of TMDC, due to the polar discontinuity at its
interfaces, where free carriers accumulate to quench the
localized charges.8 However, the charge density wave (CDW)
order has been recently observed at the twin mirror boundaries
of MoSe2 leading to the opening of a small band gap in 1D
dispersion.7 Furthermore, it is well-known that the semiconducting 2H phase of MoS2 doped to increase its electron
density rearranges the atomic lattice from the original trigonal
prismatic (2H) to octahedral form (1T).9−13 The metallic 1T
phase is unstable against Peierls distortion and reconstructs into
1D zigzag chains (1T′ phase) with a small energy gap
opening.14
To investigate the intrinsic physical properties of the 1D
TMDC nanoribbon and its edge structure, it is necessary to
isolate the 1D nanoribbon from the 2D bulk. A recent
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Figure 1. Two-step controlled growth of MoSe2 ultranarrow ribbon on Au(100). (a) Schematic illustration of growth method. (b−d) Typical STM
images of clean Au(100) surface (b), c(2 × 6)-Se/Au reconstruction template (c), and MoSe2 ultranarrow ribbon on template (d). V = −1.0 V, I =
0.2 nA.

By increasing the dose time of Mo and Se atoms, the
ultranarrow ribbons grow to as long as the size of the
underlying Au (100) terrace without becoming wider (Figure
S3).
By tuning the growth parameters, wider ribbons with width
>2 nm can be grown on Au(100). In this case, instead of the
codeposition of Mo and Se atoms, only Mo atoms were
deposited onto c(2 × 6)-Se template surface. The typical
surface morphology, the wetting layer structure, and the
statistical analysis of ribbon widths are shown in Figure S4. The
ribbons shown in Figure S4a are much wider and shorter
compared with ultranarrow ribbons. The width distribution, as
judged by analyzing several large-scale STM images, is highly
heterogeneous. The STM image of the wetting layer exhibits a
mixed phase (Figure S4b), which resembles the structure
shown in Figure S1c. When Mo atoms are deposited onto c(2
× 6)-Se template surface without Se, they consume available Se
atoms on the template surface to form MoSe2. As the coverage
of Se atoms decreases, the wetting layer structure changes from
the original c(2 × 6)-Se to a mixed phase (Figure S4b), which
is consistent with our coverage dependent study shown in
Figure S1. Since the distance between zigzag chains is variable
in the mixed phase, it causes a wide variation in the widths of
the grown ribbon.
To elucidate the atomic structure of the ultranarrow ribbon,
we acquired high-resolution STM images of the ribbon. As
shown in Figure 2a, the ribbon can be resolved as three atomic
chains with hexagonal arrangement, where the position of Se
atoms is indicated by black circles. Line proﬁles reveal that the
width of the ribbon is ∼6.90 Å and the average lattice along the
axis of the ribbon is ∼3.36 Å. Based on the observation of three
atomic chains and the hexagonal structure in STM image, we
propose that the ultranarrow ribbon is composed of only one
hexagonal unit with Se termination to saturate the dangling
bond of the Mo-edge, which in fact constitutes the narrowest
possible ribbon. Figure 2c shows the structure model of the

scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM), we further resolved the
edge structure of MoSe2 nanoribbon and studied its distortion
when the ribbon was reduced to the narrowest possible
repeating unit. A change in the electronic structure of the
ribbon during dimensional crossover from 2D to 1D was also
identiﬁed.
For the fabrication of MoSe2 nanoribbons, we employed a
two-step growth method (Figure 1). First, Se atoms were
evaporated onto Au (100) to form a preassembled Se/Au
template. Second, Mo and Se were codosed onto the template
surface to form MoSe2 nanoribbons. Figure 1b shows a typical
STM image of clean Au(100). Distinct from unreconstructed
Au(100)-(1 × 1) structure, the surface shows the Au(100)-(5 ×
23) reconstruction.16−19 The adsorption of selenium atoms
onto this surface results in a change to form distinct Au−Se
reconstructions. Diﬀerent reconstructions, speciﬁcally p(2 × 2)Se, c(2 × 6)-Se, and a mixed phase were obtained by tuning the
selenium coverage on Au(100). The detailed growth conditions
and STM images can be found in Supporting Information part
1 and Figure S1. By using the c(2 × 6)-Se template surface, we
identify a growth regime which allows for ultranarrow ribbons
to grow with large aspect ratios.
Starting from the c(2 × 6)-Se reconstruction, Mo and Se
atoms were deposited simultaneously onto the preassembled
Au−Se template using a ﬂux ratio of ∼1:2. Remarkably, we
observed ultranarrow ribbons growing along the ⟨110⟩
directions, and the ribbon width is conﬁned between two
zigzag Se-chains. The close-up STM images and line proﬁles in
Figure S2 reveal the exact location of ultranarrow ribbon with
respect to the Au−Se template. The ribbon is conﬁned between
two Se zigzag chains, while the center of the ribbon is
overlapping with a Se zigzag chain in the middle. Since the c(2
× 6)-Se template is an anisotropic surface, the diﬀusion energy
of atoms along the zigzag chain can be expected to be much
lower than that across the chain, which explains how 1D growth
of MoSe2 ultranarrow ribbons can be obtained on this surface.
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at the center of the ribbon, which reveals metallic characteristics, distinct from the intrinsic semiconducting behavior of 2D
MoSe2 island. Moreover, the STS data on the ultranarrow
ribbon show three notable states. The state A, located at ∼0.83
V, is assigned to the onset of the MoSe2 conducting band,
which is analogous to what was reported on 2D MoS2 islands.21
The states B (−0.51 V) and C (−0.93 V) in the negative bias
regime are characteristic states of 1D MoX2 (X = S or Se)
structure. A similar peak as B has been found on MoSe2
boundary on HOPG,22 and a similar peak as C was reported on
the MoS2 wire.23 To investigate the spatial distribution of these
states in the ultranarrow ribbons, STS maps were taken at bias
voltage of −0.93 V (Figure 3b), −0.51 V (Figure 3c), and 0.83
V (Figure 3d). Clearly, the local conductance ﬂuctuates
periodically along the ribbon at all of these three bias voltages.
The average period of the oscillation is 2.01 ± 0.08 nm, which
is approximately 6 times of the lattice constant of ultranarrow
ribbon (L = 3.36 Å). The 6L super structure is also veriﬁed by
the sequentially acquired atomic resolution STM images
(Figure 3a) which have no noticeable thermal drift. To further
investigate spatial distribution of LDOS, detailed dI/dV line
scans were performed along the ribbon with a ﬁne step of 0.5 Å.
The space and energy resolved two-dimensional conductance
map along the ribbon is shown in Figure 3f. The super structure
of 6L can be clearly observed for states A to C (marked by
white arrows).
We performed a comparative study on the topological and
electronic structure of the wide ribbon. Figure 4 shows an STM

Figure 2. Atomic structure of MoSe2 ultranarrow ribbon on Au(100).
(a) High-resolution STM image of MoSe2 ultranarrow ribbon. The
positon of Se atoms are labeled as black circles (V = −10 mV, I = 1.0
nA). (b, d) Line proﬁle obtained along (b) and across (d) ultranarrow
ribbon. (c) The structure model of ultranarrow ribbon.

ultranarrow ribbon. In this model, the width of the ribbon is
6.12 Å from the positions of Se atoms at two edges, which is
consistent with the measured 6.90 Å.
To gain insights into the electronic structure of the
ultranarrow ribbon, STS measurements were performed on
the ribbon. Shown in Figure 3e is a typical spectrum recorded

Figure 4. Topological and electronic structure of a wide MoSe2
ribbon. (a) Atomic resolution STM image of a wide ribbon (width
∼2.5 nm) (V = −100 mV, I = 1.0 nA). (b) Structure model of the wide
ribbon. The left edge is the Se-edge, and the right edge is Seterminated Mo-edge. (c) Position-dependent STS spectra acquired on
diﬀerent Se atoms across the ribbon. Numbers 1−9 indicate the
position of the tip where the spectra are acquired.

image and position-dependent STS spectra on a wide ribbon.
The atomic-resolution STM image reveals a hexagonal lattice
with an average lattice constant of ∼3.26 Å, which is close to
value of the bulk counterpart (3.29 Å). The grid superimposed
on Figure 4a indicates the atoms at the right edge have half of a
lattice displacement compared with atoms in the basal plane.
Based on a previous study of 2D MoS2 islands,24,25 the right
edge is the Se-terminated Mo-edge, and the left edge should be
the Se-edge (Figure 4b). Shown in Figure 4c are STS spectra

Figure 3. Electronic structure of MoSe2 ultranarrow ribbon. (a) STM
topological image (V = −20 mV, I = 1.0 nA). (b−d) STS maps at ﬁxed
bias: −0.93 V (b), −0.51 V (c), and 0.83 V (d). (e) STS spectra
obtained on ultranarrow ribbon. (f) 2D plot of various dI/dV line
scans measured along the ultranarrow ribbon with a distance step of
0.5 Å. The superlattice of 6L are indicated.
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acquired on diﬀerent Se atoms across the ribbon width. To
quantitatively compare the spectra, all of the spectra were
acquired under the same conditions. Before the feedback loop
was interrupted, the tip was ﬁxed at the same height above the
surface using the same tunneling conditions (V = −2.0 V, I =
1.0 nA). Moreover, the same bias modulation (987 Hz, 10 mV)
was used during spectra collection. To avoid thermal drift, the
STM image of the wide ribbon was recollected after recording
each spectrum, and the tip was positioned on each Se atom
based on the newly collected STM image. The spectra were
displaced in y-axis for comparison. Two notable features (P1
and P2) are observed in spectra acquired close to the two edges.
P1 is located at ∼0.80 V, similar to state A, and can be assigned
to the onset of MoSe2 conducting band. P2 (∼ −1.00 V) is
close to state C, and we assign it as the Se-dominated edge state
as its intensity is strongest at the edges. To double check, a
series of spectra were acquired across a ribbon starting from the
Au−Se wetting layer (Figure S5). STS on the Au−Se surface
show no obvious peak conﬁrming that P1 and P2 originate from
MoSe2 edges. When the tip moves toward the center of the
ribbon only a few atomic distances away from the edges, a very
ﬂat feature is detected in the bias range of −1.2 to 0.5 V (STS
spectra 5−7). The original dI/dV curves without y-axis
displacement are shown in linear and logarithmic scale in
Figure S6 demonstrating the conductivity of the center is
indeed much lower than that of the edge. Judging from log(dI/
dV) − V, the edges of wide ribbon show a metallic behavior,
which is consistent with the metallic edges observed on
triangular MoS2 islands.26 Although STS show nonzero local
density of states (LDOS) in the center of ribbon, our
observations resemble spectra with a semiconducting gap and
additional direct tunneling to Au donor states.21 Therefore, the
STS recorded on the wide ribbon conﬁrms the presence of
localized states at the edges of the ribbons, which are absent at
the center of the ribbon.
Previously, conductance modulations in 1D metallic modes
at inversion domain boundaries of MoSe 2 have been
rationalized on the basis of standing waves due to Bragg
reﬂection of the superlattice potential, as well as quantum well
states due to the ﬁnite length of defects at these boundaries.22
In this case, however, the periodicity of modulation is the same
at diﬀerent energies in contradiction to energy-dependent
wavelengths in quantum well states. Further, the CDW order
has been used to explain the conductance modulation observed
in mirror twin boundaries of MoSe2 on bilayer graphene.7 We
rule out CDW because no energy gap is observed around the
Fermi level. In fact, the close correlation between topographical
and conductance modulations on the surface suggest that the
conductance modulation is related to the 1D Moiré pattern
arising from the lattice commensuration between 1D MoSe2
and the gold substrate. In order to verify this, STS maps were
conducted on the wide ribbons as well. Shown in Figure 5a and
b are two STS maps of ultranarrow and wide ribbon. The line
proﬁles reveal the diﬀerent periodicities of the conductance
modulations in both ribbons. The periodicity is 2.01 nm in
ultranarrow and 2.30 nm in the wide ribbon, respectively.
According to the formula for the Moiré pattern [aMoSe2aAu/
(aMoSe2 − aAu)], the period of the Moiré pattern is 2.00 nm for
ultranarrow ribbon (aMoSe2 = 3.36 Å, aAu = 2.88 Å) and 2.36 nm
for wide ribbon (aMoSe2 = 3.26 Å). These values are close to our
measurement values. As illustrated in Figure 5d, one period of
the Moiré pattern is due to the interference pattern between
6aMoSe2 of the ultranarrow ribbon with the underlying 7aAu

Figure 5. Comparative study of conductance modulation in MoSe2
ultranarrow ribbon and wide ribbon. (a−b) STS maps on an
ultranarrow ribbon (V = −0.93 V, I = 1.0 nA) and wide ribbon (V
= −1.0 V, I = 1.0 nA). (c) The line proﬁle acquired along the dash
lines shown in parts a and b. “UN” represents ultranarrow ribbon, and
“W” represents wide ribbon. (d) A model illustrates lattice-distortion
induced conductance modulation in ultranarrow ribbon and wide
ribbon.

lattice of Au(100), while it appears when 7aMoSe2 of wide ribbon
coincides with the underline 8aAu of Au(100).
We argue that the distinct Moiré pattern for ultranarrow 1D
ribbons is due to softening of the ribbons. When the ribbon
structure is narrowed down to 1D, the ratio of edge bonds to
intraplane bonds increases signiﬁcantly, and ultimately the
elastic and electronic properties of the 1D structure will be
dominated by edges. Consequently, we may expect variation in
Moiré pattern. Previously, a 1D Moiré pattern was observed in
doubled-walled carbon nanotube displaying a strong modiﬁcation of electronic properties in the material.27−29 The
diﬀerent Moiré patterns in the ultranarrow ribbon compared to
wide ribbon and 2D bulk demonstrates that the lattice in
ultranarrow ribbon is distorted. Apparently, the increased
inﬂuence of edges softens the ribbon and making it more
pliable. We speculate that introduction of tensile strain in the
ribbon may be beneﬁcial to minimize Coulomb repulsion due
to charge accumulation along the edge indicated by DFT
calculations.30 Another possibility is that the interaction
between Se-terminated edge and Au-substrate favors a 6aMoSe2
Moiré pattern. Certainly, the dominant role of edges after
Moiré pattern is supported by the observation of the metallic
behavior.
In order to evaluate the potential for further applications of
as-grown MoSe2 nanoribbons, samples were exposed to air for
1 h and then transferred back into the ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) chamber and checked by STM again (Figure S7).
Although the Se wetting layer becomes blurred (Figure S7b),
possibly due to water or gas adsorption, the atomic structure of
MoSe2 ribbons is still observable (inset of Figure S7b)
indicating that ribbons are stable in air. Simply by outgassing
the sample in UHV chamber at ∼200 °C for 15 min, the Se
wetting layer is recovered, and clear STM image of MoSe2
ribbons can be obtained (Figure S7c).
In conclusion, by employing preassembled Se-reconstruction
on Au(100) we have successfully fabricated ultranarrow ribbons
(∼0.7 nm) with high aspect ratio greater than 100. The
ultranarrow ribbon are grown on the c(2 × 6)-Se template
surface when codepositing Mo and Se with a ﬂux ratio ∼1:2.
The ultranarrow ribbon is metallic as measured using STS.
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Wide ribbon (>2 nm) displays metallic edges and semiconducting center. The spatial conductance oscillations of the
edge states along the length of the ultranarrow ribbon is
induced by a 1D Moiré pattern formed by commensurate
interactions between 1D MoSe2 ribbon and Au (100) substrate.
The periodicity of 1D Moiré pattern in ultranarrow ribbon is
diﬀerent from that of the 2D Moiré pattern in wider ribbons,
indicating that the 1D system is soft due to the higher weight of
edge to basal plane atomic bonding. The nanoribbons show
good air stability, suggesting technological exploitations may be
possible if fabrication process can be scaled up.
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